16.04.2020

SRI AUROBINDO ASHRAM TRUST
Pondicherry – 605002, India (+91-413-2233628)

EXTENSION OF LOCKDOWN

1) The Government of India has extended the Lockdown across India until 3rd May 2020 in order to contain the spread of COVID-19.

2) Therefore, the decisions communicated vide our earlier notice dated 08.04.2020 (attached below) remain unchanged for now.

3) Under the circumstances, it will not be possible to hold the usual Darshan Day program on 24th April this year.

4) A separate notice will be issued with details for downloading the Darshan Message card, and the online links for the Darshan meditations.

5) The system put in place for delivery of Provisions, Prosperity items, Medicines, and essential Food supplies will continue.

6) All are requested to continue to follow the Government’s directives with regard to staying at home and maintaining social distancing whenever you need to step out to collect essential items.

7) Members of the community may call the Ashram Helpline numbers for any queries or assistance during this period:

   95972-92595    94870-63008    95971-92595

***

MANOJ DAS GUPTA
Managing Trustee
SRI AUROBINDO ASHRAM TRUST
PONDICHERY
GENERAL INFORMATION UPDATE

In view of the ongoing efforts to combat COVID-19 across the country, please be informed that:

1) The Ashram Main Building will remain closed until further notice.

2) Ashram Guest Houses will remain closed and will not accept any new guests until further notice.

3) The Ashram Dining Room will remain closed until further notice.

4) Except for those providing essential services, all other Ashram Departments will remain closed until further notice.

5) Sri Aurobindo International Centre of Education (SAICE) will remain closed until further notice.

6) Further updates will be shared on the Ashram’s official website: www.sriaurobindoashram.org

7) For any other information or queries, you may contact:
   Chaitanya: 98941 21244
   Devdip: 98947 02595
   Satya: 96774 28459

***

MANOJ DAS GUPTA
Managing Trustee
SRI AUROBINDO ASHRAM TRUST
PONDICHERRY